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============

Standard-of-care management of advanced and metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer currently includes examination of the solid tumor for the presence of specific molecular abnormalities, which may have substantial impact on the choice of therapy \[[@B1], [@B2]\].

For patients presenting with advanced disease where surgical resection is not a therapeutic option, the overriding goal is to obtain a histologic diagnosis in as noninvasive a manner as possible and subsequently initiate therapy. However, the legitimate aim to avoid unnecessary risk to a patient secondary to invasive procedures may conflict with the requirement to obtain sufficient viable cancer tissue to perform critical laboratory based analysis. It is in this setting where so-called 'liquid tumor biopsies' may be particularly relevant in disease management \[[@B3], [@B4]\].

The clinical course of a patient with advanced non-small-cell lung cancer recently seen in our cancer program demonstrates the critical importance of this rapidly developing paradigm.

Case Presentation {#sec1_2}
=================

A 50-year-old African-American male never-smoker with no significant past medical history presented to his physician with a chief complaint of a dry cough during the summer of 2015. He was treated with antibiotics, but the cough persisted.

In November 2015, a CT scan of the chest revealed a cavitary mass/infiltrate centered in the left lower lobe and left hilum. There was pathological lymphadenopathy in the mediastinum. The left pulmonary artery was narrowed by the left hilar mass with a positron emission tomography scan revealing intense activity in this region. Further evaluation revealed multifocal metastases, including bilateral supraclavicular lymph nodes, mediastinal lymph nodes, left lateral 8th rib, and left ischium osseous metastases. MRI of the brain demonstrated multiple small enhancing brain metastases.

A CT-guided lung biopsy revealed a poorly differentiated non-small-cell carcinoma with both adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma features. From the outside institution report, there was inadequate tissue sample for genomic testing.

The patient was treated with whole-brain radiation and a chemotherapy regimen consisting of cisplatin plus gemcitabine. Restaging scans in March 2016, after 3 cycles of cisplatin/gemcitabine, revealed progressive disease in the lungs. MRI of the brain demonstrated a decrease in all intracranial metastases.

In early March 2016, the patient was started on second-line treatment with the immunotherapeutic agent nivolumab, but subsequent evaluation revealed progression of the disease throughout the chest and new metastatic disease in the right adrenal gland. Positron emission tomography/CT documented multiple new bony metastatic lesions and innumerable metastatic nodules throughout the right lung. There was also a new hepatic lesion.

The patient presented to our institution in July 2016 for a second opinion. Due to significant respiratory distress, he was admitted to the hospital where his performance and respiratory status continued to decline significantly (fig [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The patient had had a liquid biopsy (Foundation ACT^®^) ordered by his prior oncologist shortly before he came to our institution, which revealed an epidermal growth factor receptor exon 19 deletion. When this was learned, he was started on afatinib, but unfortunately, his respiratory status deteriorated further the same day, requiring intubation. The patient expired several days later as a result of progressive respiratory failure.

Discussion {#sec1_3}
==========

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death. Despite advances in the discovery of genomic alterations, the overall 5-year survival rate is currently less than 20%.

Given the remarkable advances in targeted therapies for metastatic lung adenocarcinomas, tumor molecular profiling is essential at the time of diagnosis or at the time of relapse. Obtaining adequate tissue from the lung or metastatic sites can be limited due to patient\'s performance status or due to risks involved with the procedures.

Liquid tumor biopsies have stirred much excitement in the oncology world \[[@B3], [@B4]\]. Liquid biopsy involves a noninvasive approach to obtaining circulating tumor cells and nucleic acids including cell-free RNA, microRNA, and circulating cell-free DNA. Cancers that have 50 million malignant cells can release enough DNA for the detection of circulating tumor DNA in the blood. Levels of circulating tumor DNA can vary widely. Tumor size, type, stage of disease, sites of metastasis, and histologic grade may affect the levels of circulating DNA.

While blood-based testing can have a shorter turnaround time compared to tissue-based molecular analysis, existing data suggest that they have lower overall sensitivity. Currently, liquid biopsies should be considered only when tumor tissue is inadequate for molecular analysis and/or when the risk of a repeat biopsy is significant \[[@B4]\].

The case presented here demonstrates the potential major utility associated with liquid tumor biopsies in lung cancer. There was insufficient tissue available at diagnosis and as a result, the 'actionable mutation' present within our patient\'s cancer was not discovered until progressive cancer and rapid deterioration of his performance status prevented him from receiving a targeted approach that may have favorably influenced the clinical course.

The routine use of validated liquid tumor biopsies in the management of non-small-cell lung cancer should be considered in any case where the available 'solid' tissue does not permit essential evaluation for the presence of a clinically validated 'actionable' molecular target.
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